
For Immediate Release
The Hollywood Interview podcast launches. A podcast in the Film and Movies genre 
interviewing the greatest movie makers of our time, reviewing their careers, art and experiences.

Press Kit with artwork available here:  
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pM2AMlhqKpyIASaVmFigzZiswA_nEMSL

HOLLYWOOD, California. February 29, 2020. Executive Producer Conal O’Herlihy announces the 
launch of the first podcast series from No One Else Media.  The Hollywood Interview podcast is the 
adaptation of the brand created by Alex Simon and Terry Keefe and originally published in Venice 
Magazine.

The first six episodes interview Sidney Lumet, Lauren Bacall, Patrick Swayze, Dennis Hopper (2 parts) 
and Helen Mirren.

For the last 20 years Alex and Terry have been interviewing Hollywood’s greatest movie makers.  This 
podcast reimagines these extraordinary interviews and wraps them in a cinematic audio experience.  
Talented actors and voice over artists play the Hollywood icons as they go movie by movie through their 
careers, life and loves.  Combined with commentary by Alex and movie audio, the audience experiences 
a real cinephile’s dream.

Alex Simon draws on his career as an award winning screenwriter and filmmaker to ask poignant 
questions which often surprise the subject with their intuition.  Titus Welliver (from the Amazon hit series 
“Bosch”) is scheduled for an interview and future episodes include John Frankenheimer, John Boorman 
and Paul Giamatti.  Future episode will also include a “Late Show” format where Alex and other 
cinephiles discuss filmic topics.  Live recordings with an audience are planned for later this year.

“We have created something special here”, said O’Herlihy (Executive Producer), “we are 
revealing Hollywood and Movies in a new way and fans really love it.”

Conal launched No One Else Media in January 2020 after 25 years producing television for networks 
like Discovery, History Channel and National Geographic.  He is scheduled to release up to six new 
podcast series this year in a variety of genres.

The Hollywood Interview Podcast is hosted by Libsyn and can be heard on iHeart Media, Spotify 
Stitcher, iTunes, Google Podcasts as well as all other major platforms.  A link to the podcast: 
http://thehollywoodinterview.libsyn.com
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